KPS Welcomes You
Kutlehar Public School started her journey on 1st April, 2008 under the banner of Kutlehar Shiksha &
Smaj Kalyan Samiti. In was the visionary zeal of the founder Shri Yog Raj Bhardwaj who navigated
through turbulence and turmoil and succeeded in giving the right direction to the school to reach the
destination amidst all ups and downs.

History
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samiti. The first step was
taken by the school with 50 students, supported by 8th teaching staff.
The beginning, no doubt was a humble one and eyes become moist
reminiscing those nostalgic moments. It was the visionary zeal of the founder Shri Yog Raj Bhardwaj
who navigated through turbulence and turmoil and succeeded in giving the right direction to the
school to reach the destination amidst all ups and downs.
The elite society and the ignited minds showered their blessings and the school gradually acquired the
strength to make the ground strong under her feet. It was the combined effort of the founder of the
school and his strong, efficient team that could earn a place of repute and fame for her.

VALUE EDUCATION
Stress is being laid on value education to inculcate moral values, ethics and Indian culture among the
students. It is developed through singing National song, reciting Shlokas, narrating religious stories and
celebrating the birth anniversaries of saints, scholars and great leaders.

National Integrity
The school encourages harmony and peace by giving equal importance and showing equal respect to all
religions. Discrimination on the basis of caste creed, colour, religion are discouraged creating an
atmosphere of unity, integrity and brotherhood.

Preparing global citizens
The school prepares the students as Global Citizens of future with scientific approach and quest for
knowledge. Overcoming the narrow boundaries of fear,
fear, superstitions and dogmas, our students grow
and develop with free spirit, broader vision and enlightened mind.

